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          					Object Opens Object: Refracting on Chroma Key 
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          				How green screen technology remakes not only images and perception, but the function and ontology of objects themselves
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[image: Person laying back on bed in bedroom with cartoons and art on walls]1Trina Fernandez, 2020 Quarantine: 100 Days of Space (installation detail), 2020. Courtesy the artist.
          					
          					#Art Is Social, #Art is Media 
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          				How artists Brian Hart, Trina Fernandez, and John Bumstead navigate audience and identity on social media
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[image: Person with glasses staring up at camera, writing equations on whiteboard in background]1Billy Mullaney, SEMESTER, 2015. Photo: Jane Rennick          					
          					“Random” Thoughts 
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          				The “random” as aesthetic judgment: on mathematics, language, and the search for meaning
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[image: Cast concrete face with closed eyes and seashell mounted on concrete shard]1Alexa Horochowski, La Sirena, 2024. Courtesy the artist and Dreamsong.          					
          					Reliquarium: On Alexa Horochowski’s Under the Sea-Wind 
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          				On relics of the relationship between humans and the sea: speculative wonders and memory amidst waves, sand, wind, bronze, and concrete
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          					ResidencyCloses: 04/15/2024 12:00 amArtist in Residence at The Latinx Project 
                  

          			


     					
                
                  

          					Call-for-ArtistsCloses: 04/12/2024 11:59 pmYou Betcha! Farmer-Labor Solidarity is Possible: Community-Engaged Art Commission 
                  

          			


     					
                
                  

          					Call-for-ArtistsCloses: 04/14/2024 12:00 amCall for Puppetry Performers and Workshop Presenters 
                  

          			


     					
                
                  

          					JobCloses: 04/15/2024 12:00 amPLRAC Outreach & Programs Coordinator 
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[image: Person staring at camera in sports bra with arm curled up]1Atlas O Phoenix, Ordinary, 2023.          					
          					Funeral Pyre: Transition Through Love and Respect 
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          				Two years of personal transformation documented through film: on the process of locating one’s inner light
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[image: Rectangular artwork with patterned gold and raised interconnected triangular shapes]1Hannah Lee Hall, Star, 2023. Courtesy the artist.          					
          					The New Alphabet of Shapes 
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          				On the rise of glitchy, crackly forms shaped by technology of the future and nostalgia for the past
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     								[image: Large, multicolored woven artwork hung from white wall and draped onto gray floor.]                    
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     								Identity, Art, and Responsibility: An Artist’s Journey in Diaspora
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     								Tectonic Dissociation / Disociación Tectónica
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     								Below Deck at Back Channel Radio
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     								[image: Image of snowy woods and setting sun laid over another image of snowy field.]                    
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     								Being in Place, Unseeing Ourselves
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                                        Za’Nia Coleman is an interdisciplinary artist experimenting with textiles, digital media, and cultural …
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                                        Priyanka Basu is an art historian teaching at the University of Minnesota Morris. Her writing has been published in journals and edited …
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                                        Brooks Turner is an artist, writer, and educator based in Minneapolis. Through diverse methodologies that include archival research, …
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                                        Isa Gagarin (b. 1986, Guam, USA) is a visual artist raised in Oʻahu, Hawaiʻi and based in Minneapolis, …
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